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DESIGNING A NATO THAT THINKS DIFFERENTLY FOR 21ˢᵗ CENTURY COMPLEX CHALLENGES

“Allied Command Transformation is the only NATO headquarters on American soil. Not only does it play a crucial role in maintaining a strong transatlantic linkage between North America and Europe, its core business is to transform the military capacity of the Alliance. To do this, innovation is key.”

General Denis Mercier, NATO-ACT Commander²

ABSTRACT: The 21st century presents novel and increasingly complex security challenges for the international defense community and NATO in particular. Western armed forces as well as intergovernmental military alliances, such as NATO, appear increasingly unable to deal with these problems using traditional planning and organizing methodologies alone; what used to work effectively no longer seems to possess the same precision and control. Traditional military decision-making and problem-solving methodologies are insufficient tools for what is increasingly seen as a postmodern era of conflict and security challenges. The authors promote the relatively new and organizationally disruptive theory and practice known as ‘military design’ as an important area for NATO educational development and implementation into practice as well as doctrine. Many nations within the NATO alliance have already implemented their own unique military design methodologies, and eventually as a force for complex security challenges NATO will need to consider design within a NATO formation. The authors establish the distinctions between military design and military planning, how NATO can implement design in practice and education, and why NATO requires design and traditional planning together in the context of emergent 21st century challenges. The window for rapid innovation and organizational transformation using military design is now, with the call for a design framework that is flexible towards unique NATO requirements and possessing essential qualities indicative of appreciating and addressing many emergent and novel challenges confronting the alliance.
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In the 21ˢᵗ Century, the international defense community has largely struggled with how to organize, strategize, and act effectively in increasingly complex and emergent contexts where the previous distinctions between war and peace have blurred beyond comprehension.³

¹ The views of the authors are their own and do not represent the positions of the United States military, U.S. Special Operations Command, the Hungarian Defense Forces, or NATO.
² General Denis Mercier opening remarks at Industry engages NATO Symposium, Norfolk, 27 Apr 2017.
Governments and their militaries continue to experience radical and entirely unforeseen calamities that defy historical patterns and essentially rewrite the rulebooks. Popularly termed ‘black swan events,’ they continue to shatter any illusion of stability or extension of normalcy in foreign affairs.

Western Armed Forces as well as intergovernmental military alliances, such as NATO, appear increasingly unable to deal with these problems using traditional planning and organizing methodologies alone. What had worked well previously no longer appears to possess the same precision and control. The formal operational-level military planning process, initially developed to cope with Cold War Era large-scale military activities in “a conventional, industrialised state vs industrialised state setting” now is seemingly incapable of providing sufficient means of getting the organization unstuck.

Within this new and increasingly chaotic context, NATO has to fulfill all three core tasks at the same time, which requires new and noble approaches from policymakers, and military personnel alike. While Russia’s ‘little green men’ are not necessarily different from earlier applications in unconventional warfare, their inclusion in multiple domains supported by expansive technology, social media, propaganda, and the malicious activity in the cyberspace provides a far more complex canvas upon which rivals can create never-before-seen complex problem-sets that defy previously accepted definitions for conflict and war.

Complex contexts require different ways of thinking and decision-making and require a different awareness and appreciation. In simplistic settings, organizations see things they have previously experienced, and for NATO, an organization with so much success in the past, these experiences can be an obstacle to change in today’s VUCA world. Complex contexts often have only one repeating and predictable process: an organization

---

4 The black swan event is referring to a phrase used in a book by the essayist, scholar, philosopher, and statistician Nassim Nicholas Taleb released on April 17, 2007. The book focuses on the extreme impact of certain kinds of rare and unpredictable events (outliers) and humans’ tendency to find simplistic explanations for these events retrospectively. This theory has since become known as the black swan theory. Taleb, N. N. *The Black Swan: The Impact of the Highly Improbable*. New York: Random House, 2007.


7 Cyber has been declared as a domain at NATO’s Warsaw Summit in July 2016.


10 VUCA is short for volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity. It is meant to describe the highly dynamic chaotic environment. VUCA also conflates four distinct types of challenges that demand four distinct types of responses. The notion of VUCA was introduced by the U.S. Army War College in the 1990s. The deeper meaning of each element of VUCA: (1) Volatility. The nature and dynamics of change, and the nature and speed of change forces and change catalysts. (2) Uncertainty. The lack of predictability, the prospects for surprise, and the sense of awareness and understanding of issues and events. (3) Complexity (or variety) is measured by the number of distinguishable states it is capable of having and is beyond the control of any individual. The multiplex of forces, the confounding of issues, no cause-and-effect chain and confusion that surround an organization creates and entangled web of complexity. (4) Ambiguity occurs when there is no clear interpretation of a phenomenon or set of events. It can never be eliminated altogether and the haziness of reality, the potential for misreads, and the mixed meanings of conditions always cause-and-effect confusion. For a better understanding see: Berinato, S. “A Framework for Understanding VUCA”. *Harvard Business Review*

When an organization encounters things they have experienced previously in some format or context, they can reapply common terms and approved processes to solve these problems, often in an analytic and optimization-fixated approach to reducing risk and increasing stability.\footnote{Ackoff, R. “Science in the Systems Age: Beyond IE, OR, and MS”. \textit{Operations Research} 21/3. 1973. 661–671. Ackoff discusses the goals of analytic optimization for one approach to ‘solving’ particular problems, and the dangers of misapplication when dealing with complexity.} Yet what does an organization do when it experiences something it has never seen before and lacks the language, processes, and history to make sense of?

In this article the authors suggest that as part of the response to the changes in a complex environment NATO should introduce ‘defense applied design thinking’ and use this approach to look for solutions to wicked problems. To prove our point we will look into NATO adaptation, will present a brief history of the evolution of defense applied thinking, and answer the question where NATO Allied Command Transformation should move concerning design application and education.

**NATO ADAPTATION FROM 2001 TO 2017: AN EVOLUTION OF CHANGE AND COLLABORATION**

Today’s environment is inherently complex with an increase of key stakeholders as well as the exponential increase in the connections between these players. With the rise in technology and information exchange, NATO’s operational areas are increasingly complex and potentially chaotic. In some regions NATO is facing a broad range of threats simultaneously.\footnote{The Balkans, for example, face political pressure from Russia, the rise of radical Islamic groups, but also organized crime and refugee flows – and all these challenges are interrelated. Eastern European states are also threatened by Russia’s rise, and also under internal pressures concerning refugee migration flows, organized crime, and cultural challenges for integrating with Western Europe within the EU as well as NATO.} The Alliance has come to realize that what it was designed and optimized for, is no longer applicable to today’s VUCA battlefield. Complexity and uncertainty seems to be the norm\footnote{Pondy and Mitroff reminded organizational scientists 25 years ago that organizations have characteristics typical of level 8 on Boulding’s 9-level scale of system complexity. Boulding concluded that organizations are among the most complex systems imaginable. Boulding, K. E. “General Systems Theory: The skeleton of science”. \textit{Management Science} 2/3. 1956. 197–208.; Pondy, L. R. and Mitroff, I. I. “Beyond open systems models for organizations”. In Staw, B. M. (ed), \textit{Research in organizational behavior}. Greenwich, Conn.: JAI Press, 1979. 3–39.} and for an international organization with much history, legacy and past success like NATO, it is a very difficult moment, which requires organizational transformation and adaptation.

Adaptation is certainly not new to the Alliance, which has a long history, and undergone several focus shifts before. In fact the Warsaw Summit acknowledged the fourth phase in NATO history, where “there is an arc of insecurity and instability along NATO’s periphery and beyond...Today, faced with an increasingly diverse, unpredictable, and demanding security environment, we have taken further action to defend our territory and protect our...
populations.” This modern context of uncertainty and emergent developments places NATO within a new world where many of the traditional “tools” in the Alliance toolkit no longer work, or produce bizarre outcomes.

The Alliance since its creation in 1949 has mainly focused on collective defense, but after the fall of the Berlin Wall an era of cooperation began in 1991, where enlargement (especially from the former Warsaw Pact countries) and the development of partnerships (including Russia) became the primary focus. In 2001, NATO’s focus shifted again towards expeditionary operations and crisis management with a strong emphasis on Afghanistan after the terror attack on the United States.

Therefore, adaptation is not new; NATO has been doing this throughout its existence. Yet the tempo and thrust of change have changed the game recently and since 2014, a new strategic focus has come into view. Marked by the past two NATO summits as important milestones along the path for NATO’s future, the Alliance embarked on a journey of organizational transformation of an unprecedented pace. While NATO’s essential mission remains unchanged, goals in increased adaptation, ability to anticipate change, and increasing both efficiency and transparency were noted as new benchmarks in the Summit communiques.

Three years ago at the NATO Summit in Wales in 2014, NATO leaders were clear about the security challenges on the Alliance’s borders. In the East, Russia’s actions threatened Europe, while on the Alliance’s southeastern border the ISIL terror campaign posed a threat. Across the Mediterranean, Libya was becoming increasingly unstable. The Alliance’s leadership took decisive steps to address these challenges and reaffirmed the central mission: the shared responsibility of collective defense. Continuing this adaptive trend, the Allies agreed to an increase of NATO’s presence in Central and Eastern Europe with additional equipment, training, exercises, and troop rotations.

Following the Wales Summit, at the NATO Summit in Warsaw in July 2016, the Alliance had even more emergent problems and challenges to grapple with. At this time NATO was engaged in all areas of its core tasks simultaneously, and often in overlapping and confusing ways. To counter these challenges the United States quadrupled its funding for the European

18 “Warsaw Summit Communiqué”.
19 Also referring to the Islamic State, or ISIS as used by various organizations, governments, and media outlets.
21 One of the most significant one of these exercises have been Trident Juncture 2015.
22 The current political and security environment created in the wake of military and humanitarian crises in Syria, massive refugee influx to Europe, DAESH’s terror attacks, and the frozen conflicts in eastern Ukraine and the Caucasus, and cyber security challenges are all shape-shifting wicked-problems, which require constant transformation from the Alliance.
Reassurance Initiative\(^{23}\) (ERI) and sent more troops to Europe, who were accompanied by other NATO Allies to serve as a deterrent force along NATO’s eastern border.

NATO is moving ahead at a rapid pace for a large multinational bureaucratic organization, however, adaptation and transformation is never an easy process. Preparing for the future, and building *strategic foresight*, is becoming increasingly difficult. There are no blueprints, rules or best practices anymore, and frequently an organization’s successful tools from yesterday actually work against it in discovering tomorrow’s challenges. Today, when security challenges demand a different kind of force, agility is essential. Thus, *speed* is another problem that can be addressed through increasing operational agility and flexible thinking; NATO’s adaptation measures introduced above have partially addressed this problem. A third issue is recognition of the fact that a major cornerstone of many of today’s emergent security challenges is the pattern of power shifts toward networks. Since the number of key stakeholders in any operational setting has increased, *the Alliance has to think and act like a network as well*, and this requires institutional adaptation beyond what had previously been sufficient in education, professionalization, and organizational transformation.

NATO clearly has a high potential for adaptation and transformation but right now the Alliance leadership feels that they must choose between tackling complex challenges (adapting) or responding as a traditional bureaucratic organization and trying to give adequate responses to emerging challenges in an age of constant disruptions (operating). Many large military organizations face the same challenge; a tension between operational mindset and adaptive experimentation. The reality is that NATO is quite capable to do both at the same time. Allied Command Transformation has the potential to contribute to NATO’s overall adaptation, while Allied Command Operations can focus on the more traditional (operational) end of the spectrum while also receiving facilitation and transformative abilities from ACT’s adaptive efforts. NATO’s command structure with the two strategic commands (and their different functions) enables the Alliance to operate and adapt at the same time, the question is how?

In order to thrive in a VUCA environment, when challenges are increasingly complex and interrelated, NATO needs to use defense applied design thinking on an everyday basis to engineer new solutions. Design is needed when the organization “needs what does not yet exist” so that it can gain or maintain relevance as well as advantage in emergent futures.\(^{24}\)

### A BRIEF HISTORY OF DEFENSE APPLIED DESIGN IN VARIOUS ARMED FORCES

Over the past generation of international military professional developments in innovation and decision-making, the previously popular mechanistic methods that originated in the Industrial Era\(^{25}\) have been challenged by new ways of thinking. A small community of theorists and practitioners have developed various versions of what is termed ‘defense applied design’ in order to encompass an expanding variety of international military design

\(^{23}\) From $800 million to $3.4 billion and deploying an additional Brigade Combat Team to Europe in January 2017.


models. While the first formal military design methodology came from the Israeli Defense Force at the turn of the 21st Century, the Israeli ‘Systemic Operational Design’ (SOD) model quickly inspired other variants across the globe. Since the late 1990s, military design has quickly expanded into American, Australian, Canadian and other western militaries in various forms and applications. Broadly, military design draws from multiple disciplines including Systems Theory, Complexity Theory, Postmodernism, Eastern Philosophy, and civilian design methodologies developed through the late 20th Century in multiple design programs across the fields of science, arts and humanities.

The Australian Army incorporated Systems Theory as well as some influences of the Israeli SOD into their planning doctrine, professional education and practice in the first decade of this century and some design entered their doctrine by 2011-2012. Simultaneously, the American Army devoted extensive intellectual emphasis on taking Israeli SOD elements and appropriating parts of it into what they would call ‘Army Design Methodology’ by 2010 in both doctrine and practice. The Canadian Army first explored design concepts in 2008, and subsequently revisited it in 2013 by developing mixed design methods for education in


29 Jackson. “Innovative within the Paradigm…”. 63–64.


the Canadian Forces College’s curriculum including their Advanced Joint Warfighting Studies and the Joint Command and Staff Programme.

Both within NATO and across the Anglophone, western militaries quickly seized upon design thinking in largely service-specific interpretations as well as some limited Joint applications. Design became a battle of individual tribes with distinct disagreements on language, scale, scope, and content.

In the last decade of persistent conflict and security challenges for NATO as well as individual American and European states, design developments have initiated across multiple Armed Forces. The Polish Army in 2016 initiated design education at their War Studies University in Warsaw (Akademia Sztuki Wojennej) by partnering with the US Special Operations Command’s (USSOCOM) Joint Special Operations University (JSOU) through their military design program. The Royal Netherlands Army incorporated design based largely on U.S. Army design methodology in 2013 for their field grade officer education and at their Land Warfare Centre. In keeping with their typically subtle approach towards doctrine and training, the British Ministry of Defence published “Joint Doctrine Note 3/11, 33

33 Mitchell, P. “Stumbling into Design…”.
34 Pazdziorek. Wojskowa myśl...
Decision-Making and Problem Solving: Human and Organisational Factors” in 2013 that without using the term ‘design’ nonetheless bridged some elements of design thinking into core British doctrine and practice.36 By 2016, the Ministry of Defence had archived JDN 3/11 and incorporated much of it into an updated “Joint Doctrine Publication 04: Understanding and Decision Making”.37

A pattern of Anglo-Saxon design development does seem to be leading the Armed Forces venture into synthetic thinking and systemic framing of complex, emergent problems. However, multiple design developments in Sweden, Colombia, Romania, and elsewhere demonstrate that many armed forces are keen to explore different ways of fostering organizational transformation, innovation, and synthetic thinking for ill-structured, emergent problems.38 Meanwhile, clear indications exist that rivals, such as Russia, China, and Iran, in these emergent complex environments continue to apply ‘design-like’ methodologies in their published theory as well as practice.39

A CONTEXT OF CHAOS: HOW DEFENSE APPLIED DESIGN ENABLES ARMED FORCES

There are multiple design methodologies that all tend to share several characteristics. Figure 2 illustrates some core patterns across most military design models including all of those illustrated in Figure 1. As this article frames all military design models and does not subscribe to any particular methodology, the term ‘defense applied design’ is used to promote an overarching and non-denominational perspective on existing military design methodologies.

Although different military applications for design rely on distinct terms as well as their own unique sequences of doing design, all of them start with vague guidance and a complex or ill-structured (even wicked) problem. Frequently the previously successful actions no longer work. If any of these conditions do not apply, the military organization would launch into the detailed planning process centered on analytic (rational) decision-making and problem-solving oriented towards optimization and greater efficiency of existing knowledge and practice.40

37 “Joint Doctrine Publication 04…”. 38 Both authors have personally been involved in multiple design discussions, consultations, and program developments with these nations as well as others.
In Figure 2, the organization must “drop their favorite tools” as sociologist Karl Weick describes in studies of organizational change and innovation.\(^1\) Militaries are quite famous for this behavior, where an organization tends to attempt to win the previous war in their preparation for the next one, much as France did in the Interwar period with the Maginot Line, or how the U.S. expected the second invasion of Iraq in 2003 to be similar to the Gulf War of 1990-1991. For an organization to critically think about their own thinking (reflection, critical inquiry),\(^2\) they usually experience failure or outside pressure from the government or population to transform.

Thus, all design methodologies establish the design team as well as the designing context to be quite different from traditional military planning and routine problem-solving.\(^3\) Designers are confronting not what an organization has seen before, but something unlike anything experienced and thus requiring divergent thinking as well as innovation.

As this article does not advocate any particular design methodology, all design models in general provide potential pathways toward divergent thinking and innovation for an or-

---


ganization confronting complexity and something “never seen before” that requires entirely new tools. However, seeking divergence and innovation alone is insufficient to articulate how NATO would benefit from adapting design. There already are plenty of wildly creative and innovative professionals within the various armed forces comprising the NATO partnership. Usually, these forward thinkers and revolutionaries are considered mavericks and often are not recognized in their own times for how they move the profession forward. 44

Yet, most of these maverick thinkers tend to be quite unstructured in how they go about transforming a military organization or producing exceptional insights into complexity. Many senior leaders today inquire whether “we have always done design” in that past creative military leaders must have been doing the essence of design thinking. In an unstructured manner, they likely were. If one were to visualize the tensions between ‘divergent thinking’ and ‘convergent thinking’ as well as ‘structured’ and ‘unstructured’ processes, we might consider how Figure 3 frames these into useful quadrants.

In Figure 3, the quadrant provides a heuristic aid for conceptualizing how an organization such as NATO likely has multiple ways of conceptualizing decisions and actions within conflict environments. 45 The quadrants are divided by a horizontal and vertical axis. The vertical axis reflects the distinction between convergent and divergent thinking. Convergent thinking provides the fundamental pillars of organizational uniformity, reliability, and predictability through analytic decision-making and problem solving within highly objective and stable conditions. Without convergence, an armed force could not train, organize or

---

44 Visionaries such as Billy Mitchell, father of the U.S. Air Force, had to battle his own organization to promote the development of aircraft carriers, paratroop operations, and how airpower would sink battleships that were considered invulnerable to aircraft in the 1920s. T. E. Lawrence was an archeologist cast in what was otherwise a low-level military assignment where his initial recommendations were ignored or opposed (especially by the French) during WWI.

45 This graphic was first drawn on a whiteboard at a design executive session between Zweibelson on behalf of Joint Special Operations University and the NATO-ACT in Norfolk, Virginia in May 2017. This three hour design discussion was between senior NATO-ACT leadership and Mr. Zweibelson.
equip for many of the simple and complicated contexts associated with military missions. Divergence emphasizes subjectivity over objectivity, and contextualism (in the moment and non-repeating) where innovation and creativity make for novel discoveries.

Together the quadrants in Figure 3 provide a conceptual framework for NATO to consider how design thinking fills an essential organizational gap and it also provides several examples of what a military organization expects to find in each quadrant. Divergent thinkers that innovate using unstructured means are often the mavericks and rule-breakers that challenge the institution and pave the way for radical developments. Clausewitz refers to the state of ‘genius’ as those who can defy all of the principles of war that others must follow. Military planners follow a structured and convergent path where formal, analytic and rational processes help the organization reduce risk, gain predictability and control, and converge towards mission goals in a repeatable and reliable manner. Superstitious groups that attempt actions while basing it upon unstructured logic are frequently in complex military environments but are misunderstood or misinterpreted by most western militaries.

Figure 4: Filling NATO’s design thinking gap for Complex Security Contexts

---

46 ‘Simple contexts’ in military environments are not necessarily easy to understand and manage. They respond best to established practices and optimized solutions such as checklists, drills, and memorized solutions. However, a ‘simple context’ might be highly demanding despite being entirely managed by simple components. An Infantry Company sorting ammunition casings after a large training operation has many ‘simple’ tasks to clear the range, however the leadership must extensively manage these individual simple tasks in order to accomplish the mission.
Currently, NATO possesses a collection of maverick leaders and innovators that have previously been able to create and direct the organization through largely unstructured means. NATO also possesses substantial populations of effective military planners that work in the structured-convergent context and draw upon formal military schooling and practice to solve problems and manage decision-making for campaigns and operations. Critical thinking for these convergent planners is further enabled by the NATO ‘Alternative Analysis’ education and practice. However, NATO lacks formalized design education and implementation.

Therefore Figure 4 present the essential bridge that NATO must establish and nourish between formal designers and military planners. The design-planning bridge (illustrated in gold) is where NATO can apply defense applied design in formal education and practice.

By doing this, maverick leaders and innovators can continue to influence NATO in unstructured ways, yet within the organization a formal and school-educated group of designers can build and maintain an essential bridge for design deliverables to transfer to planning teams. This bridge also draws planning observations and feedback from the field back to the designers to enable design re-frames and new iterations.

Rituals, customs and myths will continue (including within NATO and all military organizations) while each of these groups of planners, designers and mavericks might reflect upon their own cognitive biases and tendencies. NATO already has manifestation of Q1, Q3, and Q4 in their organizations, decision-making, and reflection. Incorporating design education provides NATO with an enhanced organizational ability by introducing Q2. Bridging convergent planning practices with well-structured design education will provide NATO advantages over relying solely upon maverick leadership that manifests sporadically and only at senior leadership levels. Design education delivers an institution-wide transformation in how NATO thinks, as well as how NATO ‘thinks about thinking’ in complex conflict environments.

NATO’S BATTLE CRY FOR ORGANIZATIONAL TRANSFORMATION: DEFENSE APPLIED DESIGN

In the contemporary security environment those, who can get the latest technology to the war fighter faster tend to enjoy comparative advantage, unless that technology in turn blinds the organization to alternatives. There is a need to increase operational agility, the ability to sense, and to build a network, but it must be supported by a new design.

Building a platform, which is the goal of multiple technological solutions47 a technological fix is only one side of the coin. There is a need for an organizational one as well which connects the different components together, hence the need for design application and education,

---

which is aimed at speeding up organizational learning while identifying and contemplating organizational rituals, patterns and socially constructed processes that have become harmful.

Practicing design requires a structured design education as well as a deliberate management of NATO designers within the organization. Design also requires extraordinary tolerance to critical reflection, where essentially nothing is off limits and disruptive thinking may radically alter some extremely rigid and cherished mind-sets.

Although it may seem counterintuitive, the investment in design education may require that selected NATO professionals go through a structured design schooling before their assignment begins. An approach like this can provide a significant return on NATO investment in the long-run.

Since NATO professionals typically rotate through assignments and back into their nation’s armed forces, ACT has the opportunity to enable design development within selected individuals, who (upon returning to their nations) can be the backbone of the national design thinking cadre, thus NATO as an organization gains additional design depth.

Further, if NATO were to develop internal design education programs for the organization, such an enterprise could be used both within NATO as well as for collaboration and development activities across the various partnered and allied nations. As multiple NATO partner nations are already implementing and running design programs at national defense universities, COEs, service schools and other military programs, NATO already has some design networking and collaboration capabilities within the Alliance to leverage.

Were NATO ACT to establish a formal design education program, it would likely require the ability to conduct courses at NATO ACT, as well as at the NATO School in Oberammergau as well as project design modules (through Mobile Education Teams) to overseas and even remote locations. Design education itself might take one of several forms, including a series of 5-day packages, a more robust multi-week model, or potentially some combination of distance learning and on-site design practical exercises.

Additionally, as NATO gradually builds up a larger population of design educated professionals, the organization would subsequently be able to conduct internal real-world design inquiries that would address NATO challenges in unclassified as well as classified contexts. These inquiries as well as the educational modules will require access to design educational experts, subject matter experts for consultation, and select NATO professionals that might be utilized for select design inquiries based on skills, qualifications, or experience.

For design to be inculcated formally across the NATO organization, leaders will need to invest in the future. The upfront costs of establishing a design program are minimal when

---

48 The Polish, Dutch, American, Canadian, and Australian militaries all have some sort of design or design-like education within their services or at a military university. This potentially offers a rich network of design educators, facilitators, and practitioners to draw upon.

49 For example, the Joint Special Operations University offers several 5-day design education courses as part of the U.S. Special Operations Command.

50 The Canadian Forces College, U.S. Air War College, and the U.S. Army School of Advanced Military Studies Program all feature multi-week design courses within their year-long programs. See: Mitchell, "Stumbling into Design..."; "Canadian Forces College ..."; "Art of Design..."

compared to the more costly programs involving new hardware, technology and other deep skillsets. NATO will need to make key design educational decisions on when to begin and advance design education within their organization.

CONCLUSION: ENABLING TRANSFORMATION IN NATO THROUGH DESIGN

NATO has been adapting throughout its history, but the tempo and speed that is required to deal with potentially disruptive challenges pushes the Alliance to the edges of its capabilities. In this context organizational learning must be speeded up, and the mindset and culture must be changed. Alternative options and their rapid implementation throughout the organization is the way to maintain competitive advantage in today’s complex context.

Design thinking has been developed within the international military community over the past generation in a variety of ways. Armed forces are adapting civilian design methodologies into defense applied ones in some instances, while other militaries are innovating with alternative methodologies that position design thinking within an armed forces and human conflict frame. While NATO as an organization has already executed design activities within various locations and for a variety of missions, those efforts were individually inspired and local with respect to the entire enterprise. As multiple nations now incorporate design in formal military education within services, war colleges, as well as at universities, NATO should do no different.

Design challenges an organization, and through disruptive and innovative thinking helps generate organizational development as well as potential transformation within complex contexts. Organizations utilizing design thinking are able to think divergently as well as reflectively in highly chaotic environments, particularly where an organization’s preferred tools and methods no longer seem effective.

Today NATO faces the most complex challenges in its storied history, and as increased technology, information, and the impacts of globalization potentially drive more frequent and emergent conflicts across the globe, design thinking is even more needed. Analytic-based military planning alone is insufficient, and campaign plans continue to seem as relevant as annual rain dance rituals for the organization; action without critical reflection and novel creation appear inadequate. A change in how NATO thinks, and thinks about thinking is needed.

Yet, militaries appear to be more traditional and resistant-to-change centralized hierarchies. NATO is perhaps even less flexible in some ways, in that as a composition of military partnerships, and the Alliance cannot focus on developing and educating a single service or national defense force. Since any design education endeavor will reach across multiple militaries, and require significant consideration as well as collaboration within and across NATO, ACT have a leadership role to develop and grow the defense applied thinking cadre for NATO, supported by a deliberate education design.

52 The Canadian War College has provided design education in some form since 2013, while the U.S. Air War College began offering design education to their Grand Strategy cohorts in 2016. See: Mitchell. “Stumbling into Design...”. 84–102.

53 The National Defense University in Washington, DC has renewed interest in design as of 2017, while the Polish War Studies Academy in Warsaw is incorporating design into its 2017-2018 courses. The Swedish NDU is following suit for 2018, while the Marine Corps University and several other military universities have explored design for future education implementation.
In a recent speech at the NATO Transformation Seminar in Budapest, Hungary, General Mercier challenged NATO by stating that the greatest challenge to NATO is that we need to operate and adapt at the same time and it requires innovative approaches.\(^5\) This reflects the ACT’s understanding that NATO must act now, and incorporate formal design education as well as subsequent design practices for the highly complex challenges awaiting the organization today, tomorrow, and just beyond the horizon.
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